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· EXPERIMENTAL
The material used in this work resulted from the hydrolysis of XeF 4 , ·after which the solution was evaporated to dryness. A Yery small amount of the white powder was placed an a glass slide in air and was allowed to pick up water from the atmosphere until it completely dissolved. Crystals were then grown by focusing a microscope larnp on .
the saturated drops on the slide to provide gentle heating. With a microscope of about 40 power, crystals were observed to develop as very fine' needles which grew in a few minutes to elongated rods. The ~ axis coincides with the long dimension of the crystal and is an extinction direction of l1ght'.with._crossed polarizers.
Crystals 0.1 to 0.5 mm in size were separated from the solution and · stored on a glass slide (warm to the touch) in air, where they were stable for short periods. After a.selection of crystals had been made, . they were' individuaily transfered into thin-walled capillaries of 0~5
· nun diameter and stored with one end open in a desiccator charged with Caso 4
(Drie~ite). When a crystal was needed for x-ray examination, a
. capillary was removed from the desiccator and the end sealed off. Each crystal stuck to the side of the capillary with its long direction, the E axis, parallel to the direction of the capillary.
during the irradiation. The first five or six crystals were used in ) learning how to handle the substance and to take weissenberg patterns to establish the crystal symmetry. An additional four or five crystals were required to get accurate cell dimensions and to take intensity data. The crystals contained a film of moisture on their surfaces, probably acquired.during their·exposure to tr~ room·before sealing. During irradiation the crystal would decompose and the re~ulting gas would form bubbles in this film. Where the crystal contacted the capillary these bubbles caused the crystal to move out of alignment, necessitating frequent realignment of the crystal. The crystal could be observed to break up during the measurements. The decomposition rate decreased markedly when.the ,irradiation was stopped; therefore to diminish this damage a beam stop was used which exposed the crystal to x-rays only during the actual 10 seconds of counting. Even with these precautions, a crystal would only last for about four to s~x hours of measurements.
The (200) reflection was used as the standard reflection with which to·normalize all of the data. The data 'were taken in an order-dictated·· primarily by the convenience of setting the angles on the goniostat.
The actual order has been retained in reporting the observed and calculated values in Table ) . . . The final result after six more iterations, with R = 0.098, is she;;;.~. :.n Table 1 with all of the pertinent crystal structure data.
'
Attempts to refine the xenon atom with ·anisotropic temperature factors did not improve the agreement and furthermore is of doubtful validity considering the method of scaling. Any attempt at a thermal description other than isotropic is not Harranted f::com these data. The standard deviations listed in Table 1 are those estimated by the rrethod of least squares. The accuracy cannot be expected to be this good, at least for the thermal pararreter of xenon.
The 15 sqale factors that were applied to the intensities are shown in Table 2 . Observed and calculated structure factors are listed in Table 3 , in the order in which they were rreasured. A list of interatomic distances is given in . no evidence of a hydrogen bond elsewhere in the structure. The structures of the two substances are other~ise so similar that we could not believe t~t the xenon compound wp~ld not make a hydrogen bond if it contained hydrogen. ·Structural data f~r Xeo 3 and HI0 3 are.cornpared in Table 5 .
This formulation as XeOj ·was short+y aft~~-confil-me~ by chemical,.
analysis. 1 :-3 __ ;t28 (1949) . . ··.·--·-···-----.. -.---·description· of· this motion,-we · estimate ___ that it affects bond distances ......
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